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ABSTRACT

Located at the center of the western North Pacific Subtropical Gyre, the Subtropical Countercurrent

(STCC) is not only abundant in mesoscale eddies, but also exhibits prominent submesoscale eddy features.

Output from a 1/308 high-resolution OGCM simulation and a gridded satellite altimetry product are analyzed

to contrast the seasonal STCC variability in the mesoscale versus submesoscale ranges. Resolving the eddy

scales of .150km, the altimetry product reveals that the STCC eddy kinetic energy and rms vorticity have

a seasonal maximum in May and April, respectively, a weak positive vorticity skewness without seasonal

dependence, and an inverse (forward) kinetic energy cascade for wavelengths larger (shorter) than 250km. In

contrast, the submesoscale-resolving OGCM simulation detects that the STCC eddy kinetic energy and rms

vorticity both appear in March, a large positive vorticity skewness with strong seasonality, and an intense

inverse kinetic energy cascade whose short-wave cutoff migrates seasonally between the 35- and 100-km

wavelengths.Using a 2.5-layer, reduced-gravitymodel with an embedded surface density gradient, the authors

show that these differences are due to the seasonal evolution of two concurring baroclinic instabilities. Ex-

tracting its energy from the surface density gradient, the frontal instability has a growth time scale of O(7)

days, a dominant wavelength of O(50) km, and is responsible for the surface-intensified submesoscale eddy

signals. The interior baroclinic instability, on the other hand, extracts energy from the vertically sheared STCC

system. It has a slow growth time scale ofO(40) days, a dominant wavelength ofO(250) km, and, togetherwith

the kinetic energy cascaded upscale from the submesoscales, determines the mesoscale eddy modulations.

1. Introduction

Accumulation of high-precision sea surface height

(SSH) measurements from satellite altimeters in the

past two decades has significantly improved our ability

both to monitor the global ocean circulation variability

and to explore its underlying dynamics. This improve-

ment is particularly true with regard to our understanding

of the oceanic mesoscale eddy signals that have temporal

and spatial scales of 50–200 days and 100–500 km, re-

spectively. By taking advantage of concurrent altimeter

missions, past studies have examined various aspects of

the mesoscale eddies, ranging from their changes on

multiple temporal–spatial scales, their generation and

propagation, and their interaction with the background

mean circulation to their impact upon heat, salt, and

biogeochemical tracer transports. For comprehensive
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reviews on the altimetry-based studies of the mesoscale

eddies, readers are referred to Fu et al. (2010) and

Morrow and Le Traon (2012).

In the North Pacific Ocean, one conspicuous band of

high mesoscale eddy variability is located in the western

half of the wind-driven subtropical gyre between 188 and
288N (Fig. 1). Although the wind-driven Sverdrup the-

ory predicts a westward interior flow within this band,

hydrographic observations reveal that the surface layer

of this band is, in fact, occupied by a shallow eastward

current (Fig. 2a). Known as the North Pacific Sub-

tropical Countercurrent (STCC), this surface ocean

eastward current has a mean speed of a few centimeters

per second, and its formation as a time-mean current is

due to the combined forcing of surface wind stress and

heat fluxes [see the review by Kobashi and Kubokawa

(2012) and the references therein]. The presence of the

eastward STCC results in a positivemeridional potential

vorticity (PV) gradient in the upper 100-m ocean. Below

this upper layer exists the wind-driven westward North

Equatorial Current (NEC; see Fig. 2a). With the per-

manent thermocline associated with theNECdeepening

toward north, the meridional PV gradient in the sub-

surface layer of 100m to approximately 800m is nega-

tive. This reversal in sign of the meridional PV gradient

results in baroclinic instability and has been considered

the energy source for the elevated eddy variability along

the 188–288N band in the western North Pacific Ocean

(Qiu 1999; Roemmich and Gilson 2001; Kobashi and

Kawamura 2002; Chang and Oey 2014).

An important aspect of the STCC eddy variability

detected by the long-term satellite altimetry measure-

ments is that the level of eddy kinetic energy (EKE)

associated with the STCC has a well-defined annual

cycle with a maximum in May and a minimum in

December [see the red curve in Fig. 2b; as in many other

studies of oceanic mesoscale eddy variability, we con-

struct Fig. 2b using the SSH dataset compiled by

ArchivingValidation and Interpretation of Satellite Data

in Oceanography (AVISO); see www.aviso.oceanobs.

com]. Equally well defined is the annual cycle in root-

mean-square (rms) vorticity within the STCC band as

shown by the blue curve in Fig. 2b. The annual cycle in

the EKE level has been argued to be due to the seasonal

STCC changes that determine the growth of baroclinic

instability. Specifically, the maximum growth, with an

e-folding time scale of O(2) months, occurs in March

when the vertical shear of STCC–NEC is at maximum

and the upper-ocean stratification is minimum (Qiu 1999;

Kobashi andKawamura 2002; Noh et al. 2007). The delay

of the EKEmaximum inMay behind the instability peak

in March has been interpreted as the time required for

the initial perturbations of baroclinic instability to grow

into finite-amplitude eddies. Instead of the exponential

FIG. 1. Root-mean-square sea surface height variability in the North Pacific based on high-

pass filtered satellite altimeter data from October 1992 to February 2014. The high-pass filter

has a half power at 180 days. Regions where the rms SSHvariability exceeds 12 cm are indicated

by thin black contours (with a contour interval at 2 cm). White contours denote the mean sea

surface height (cm) field by Rio et al. (2011). Dashed box shows the STCC band of analyses.
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normal-mode growth,Chang andOey (2014) have recently

pointed to the possibility of a nonmodal growth in the

STCC that has a faster e-folding time scale ofO(1) month.

It is worth mentioning that a lag correlation analysis

reveals that the rms vorticity peaks in Fig. 2b appear

mostly inApril, about 1month earlier than theEKEpeaks

in May (the correlation coefficient is 0.95 when the rms

vorticity time series leads theEKE time series by 1month;

see Fig. 2d). Dynamically, this 1-month lead by the rms

vorticity signals was considered to be a consequence of the

inverse cascade of kinetic energy (KE); as the STCC–

NEC becomes unstable, the initial eddy perturbations

have a small length scale (limited by the resolution of

AVISO here) that elevates the level of rms vorticity more

FIG. 2. (a) Latitude–depth section of temperature (solid contours) and zonal geostrophic

velocity (color shading) along 1378E from the JMA repeat hydrographic surveys of 1993–2012.

The geostrophic velocity is referenced to 1000 dbar and dashed lines denote the zero velocity

contours. (b) EKE (red line) and rms relative vorticity (blue line) time series averaged in the

STCC band of 188–288N and 1358–1608E based on the AVISO SSH data. (c) As in (b), but for

the energy-containing length scale Le time series. (d) Annual cycle climatologies for EKE

(red), rms relative vorticity (blue), and energy-containing length scale (green).
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effectively than the level of EKE (Qiu et al. 2008). As the

eddy perturbations grow in amplitude, the inverse kinetic

energy cascade leads to perturbations with broader length

scales (see Fig. 2c), reducing the level of rms vorticity

relative to that of EKE. Notice that the inverse kinetic

energy cascade has been detected using altimeter data in

the global oceans outside of the North Pacific STCC re-

gion as well (Scott and Wang 2005; Tulloch et al. 2011).

While our understanding of the seasonal STCC vari-

ability has advanced significantly due to the SSH in-

formation provided by the satellite altimeter missions,

two areas remain to be clarified further. First, from an

observational point of view, the spatial scales of the SSH

signals resolvable by the multiple nadir-looking altime-

ters are longer than O(150) km (Chelton et al. 2011).

With this limitation in spatial resolution, it is natural to

ask if the shorter length scale eddy signals that are ab-

sent in the currently available SSH data product would

alter the seasonal eddy characteristics of the STCC

displayed, for example, in Figs. 2b and 2c. This question

is important and relevant because much of our current

understanding of the seasonal STCC variability is rooted

in the observed time series, such as those shown in Fig. 2.

Second, by adopting the quasigeostrophic (QG) po-

tential vorticity dynamics, instability analysis studies in

the past have focused on the seasonal vertical shear and

stratification changes associated with the layered

STCC–NEC system (Qiu 1999; Kobashi and Kawamura

2002). An inspection of available hydrographic surveys

across the wintertime STCC reveals that a broad-scale,

meridional density gradient exists within the surface

100-m layer (Fig. 3a). As indicated by the white curve in

Fig. 3a, the 100-m depth corresponds roughly to the

winter mixed layer depth in the region. In the presence

of such an upper-ocean density gradient, previous the-

oretical and numerical modeling studies have indicated

that instead of the QG potential vorticity dynamics, the

emerging instability is governed by the ageostrophic

frontal dynamics (e.g., Stone 1966; McCreary et al. 1991;

Fukamachi et al. 1995; Spall 1995; Boccaletti et al. 2007;

Klein et al. 2008; Capet et al. 2008b,c). While being

a baroclinic instability that derives its energy from the

mean potential energy of the background state, the

frontal instability tends to have spatial eddy scales less

than 100 km (i.e., the submesoscales) and to grow faster

with a typical e-folding time scale of a few days. Notice

that the existing studies of the frontal instability have

often focused on coastal, or idealized oceanic, settings.

In connection with the seasonal STCC variability of in-

terest to this study, relevant questions include 1) does

the frontal instability occur along the North Pacific

STCC band; 2) if it does, how do its properties modulate

with the season; and 3) to what extent does the frontal

instability in the surface ocean contribute to the sea-

sonally modulating mesoscale eddy signals?

To answer the questions listed above, we utilize in this

study the output of a realistic, 1/308-resolution, ocean

general circulation model (OGCM) simulation of the

North Pacific Ocean carried out at the Earth Simulator

Center in the Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science

and Technology (JAMSTEC) (Sasaki and Klein 2012).

After providing a detailed description of the model sim-

ulation and output in the next section, we examine in

section 3 the eddy signals of various length scales in the

high-resolution OGCM simulation and compare them to

those detected by the satellite altimetermeasurements. In

section 4, we explore the dynamics governing the frontal

instability and compare their properties with those of the

interior baroclinic instability. Section 5 discusses how the

concurring frontal and interior baroclinic instabilities

control the seasonally modulating EKE, vorticity, and

spectral kinetic energy fluxes in the STCC band, and

section 6 summarizes the results from the present study.

2. The 1/308-resolution OFES simulation

Since the early 2000s, the Earth Simulator Center of

JAMSTEC has been conducting OGCM hindcast simu-

lations of the global ocean at a mesoscale eddy-resolving

resolution of 1/108 in the horizontal and 54 levels in the

vertical. Themodel is known as theOGCM for theEarth

Simulator (OFES), and the model’s numerical details

and scientific results can be found in Masumoto et al.

(2004), Sasaki et al. (2008), and the references cited

therein. Recently, this mesoscale eddy-resolving OFES

simulation was extended by Sasaki and Klein (2012) to

a higher resolution of 1/308 in the horizontal and 100 levels
in the vertical, enabling it to capture many of the sub-

mesoscale eddy signals with wavelengths #100km that

were unresolved in the original 1/108 OFES simulation.

As described in Sasaki and Klein (2012), the 1/308
OFES simulation is performed within the North Pacific

basin of 208S–668N and 1008E–708W. It uses the 1/108
simulation output of 1 January 2000 as its initial condi-

tion and is forced by the 6-hourly surface wind stress and

heat flux data of the Japanese 25-yr Reanalysis Project

(JRA-25) product (Onogi et al. 2007). A biharmonic

operator is used in the model for horizontal mixing of

momentum and tracers, and Noh and Kim’s (1999)

scheme is adopted for the vertical mixing. The 1/308
simulation has been integrated for 3 yr and the second

year (i.e., 2001) results will be used in this study for

analyses. Notice that the simulation results of this year

were analyzed by Sasaki and Klein (2012) with a focus

on the geographical variation of SSH wavenumber spec-

tra in the North Pacific Ocean. Using the 1/308 OFES
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simulation output, Sasaki et al. (2014, manuscript sub-

mitted to Nat. Commun.) have more recently inves-

tigated seasonality of the submesoscale eddy activity in

theKuroshioExtension region. Readers interested in the

basin-scale SSH and the submesoscale Kuroshio Exten-

sion variability are referred to these two publications.

3. Simulated mesoscale versus submesoscale
variability

Before exploring the mesoscale and submesoscale

variability in the STCCband in the 1/308OFES simulation,

it is important to assess the extent to which the dynamical

state of the seasonally varying STCC is adequately sim-

ulated by theOFESmodel. To do so,weplot in Fig. 3c the

simulated density profile along 1378E on 25 January 2001.

This date is chosen so that the simulated su(y, z) profile

can be compared directly with the observed profile shown

in Fig. 3a. The OFES simulation captures well the overall

observed density structures, including the thickness and

the poleward deepening of the mixed layer due to the

increased heat loss toward thewintertime higher latitudes

(Qiu et al. 2004). Despite the turbulent nature of the

ocean, both themodel and observations exhibitmesoscale

isopycnal domings at the latitudes near 238 and 288N be-

low the mixed layer (see white arrows in Figs. 3a and 3c).

FIG. 3. (a) Latitude–depth section of density (color shading) and mixed layer depth (white line) along 1378E from

the 2001 JMA hydrographic survey of 22–28 Jan. (b) As in (a), but for the survey of 14–21 Jul. (c) As in (a), but from

the OFES simulation of 25 Jan. (d) As in (c), but for 17 Jul. White arrows in (a) and (c) denote the mesoscale

‘‘domings’’ noted in the text.
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This favorable comparison is not limited to the winter

case. Figures 3b and 3d show the observed and simulated

density profiles in mid-July along 1378E; the shoaling of

the mixed layer and the increased stratification within

the upper 100-m layer north of 188N are discernible in

both the observations and the OFES simulation.

Given the importance of the meridional density gradi-

ent in the upper ocean for the frontal instability, we

compare inFig. 4 the observed andmodeled density values

at the 10-m depth zonally averaged from 1358 to 1658E as

a function of time and latitude. Here, the observed

density is based on the 2001 monthly temperature–

salinity dataset compiled by Hosoda et al. (2008) from

the global Argo float and other hydrographic measure-

ments, and the zonal average is taken in order to em-

phasize the coherent density changes associated with the

FIG. 4. Zonally averaged (1358–1608E) density distribution at 10-m depth as

a function of time and latitude based on (a) the OFES simulation of 2001 and (b) the

objectively mapped temperature dataset of Hosoda et al. (2008).
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seasonally evolving STCC. Similar to the case of vertical

density profiles presented in Fig. 3, the OFES model

simulates well the seasonal evolution of the upper-ocean

density field. Notice that themeridional density gradient

across the STCC reaches a maximum in March and

a minimum in September.

Following the analysis of satellite altimeter data, we

plot in Fig. 5a (red line) the EKE time series in the STCC

band (188–288N, 1358–1608E) from the OFES simulation:

EKE5
g2

2f 2

"�
›h0

›x

�2

1

�
›h0

›y

�2
#
, (1)

where h0 is the SSH anomaly, g is the gravity constant,

and f is the Coriolis parameter. For comparison, we

superimpose in Fig. 5a the EKE time series calculated

from the 2001 AVISO SSH anomaly data (blue line).

There are two noticeable differences. First, the mean

FIG. 5. (a) Surface EKE time series from the OFES simulation (red line) vs the AVISO SSH data (blue line) in

2001. (b) Time series of mesoscale EKE (green line) vs submesoscale EKE (red line) from the OFES simulation.

Blue line is same as that in (a). (c) As in (a), but for the surface relative vorticity time series. Vertical distributions of

(d)mesoscale EKE, (e) submesoscale EKE, and (f) relative vorticity from theOFES simulation.White lines denote

the mixed layer depth.
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EKE level in the OFES simulation is 47% higher than

that of theAVISO result. This difference in theEKE level

is not probably surprising given that the AVISO product

only resolves the eddy signals with length scales greater

thanO(150) km. A second surprising difference in Fig. 5a

is that the EKE peak in the OFES simulation occurs in

April, ;1.5 months earlier than the AVISO result.

To understand this second difference, we divide the

OFES h0 signal into

h0(x, y, t)5h0
MS(x, y, t)1h0

SM(x, y, t) , (2)

where h0
MS and h0

SM denote the h0 signals with wave-

lengths longer (MS) and shorter (SM) than 150km, re-

spectively. For brevity, wewill hereafter refer to the eddy

signals with length scales longer (shorter) than 150 km as

mesoscale (submesoscale). The green line in Fig. 5b

shows the EKE time series calculated from Eq. (1) using

the mesoscale SSH data h0
MS. This mesoscale EKE time

series is in reasonable agreement with the AVISO-

derived EKE time series (blue line) in terms of the

mean energy level and the timing of seasonal energy

peak, confirming that the currently available AVISO

SSH product is capable of capturing the mesoscale eddy

signals with length scales exceeding 150km only. The red

line in Fig. 5b shows theEKE time series calculated based

on theOFES submesoscaleh0
SM signals. In contrast to the

mesoscale EKE, elevated submesoscale EKE is largely

confined to February–May. Notice that the submesoscale

EKE peaks between mid-March and mid-April, the pe-

riod in which the upper ocean has a seasonally maximum

meridional density gradient (recall Fig. 4a).

Unlike the satellite altimeter data, the OFES simu-

lation also provides us with the EKE signals below the

sea surface. Figures 5d and 5e compare the simulated

mesoscale and submesoscale EKE signals as a function

of time and depth. For the mesoscale EKE signals,

Fig. 5d reveals that in addition to the decrease in energy

level with increasing depth, the seasonal EKE peak at

deep levels lags the surface peak by about amonth (June

versus May). In contrast to the mesoscale EKE, Fig. 5e

reveals that the submesoscale EKE is more surface

trapped and has a vertically coherent seasonal peak in

late March and early April. In fact, a significant part of

the submesoscale EKE is confined within the surface

mixed layer, whose depth is indicated in Fig. 5d by

a white line. An exception to this occurs in early spring

when some of the submesoscale EKE are left behind

beneath the rapidly shoaled mixed layer. As the season

progresses, the submesoscale EKE signals both within

and below the mixed layer rapidly dissipate.

Compared to the EKE signals, the difference between

the simulated and AVISO-derived surface relative

vorticity signals is more dramatic. As shown in Fig. 5c,

the simulated rms vorticity time series has a much more

prominent annual cycle than that inferred geo-

strophically from the AVISO SSH data (blue line). In

the introduction, we noted that the AVISO-derived rms

vorticity maximum leads the EKEmaximum by amonth

(recall Fig. 2d). Interestingly, this 1-month lead is also

seen between the simulated total EKE and rms vorticity

maxima (cf. the red lines in Figs. 5a and 5c). While

leading the total EKE by 1 month, the rms surface vor-

ticity exhibits an in phase annual cycle similar to that of

the submesoscale EKE time series (i.e., the solid red line

in Fig. 5b), reconfirming that relative vorticity is con-

trolled preferentially by small-scale perturbations. Ver-

tically, the rms vorticity distribution (Fig. 5f) shows

a pattern in between Figs. 5d and 5e; it is surface trapped

in winter like the submesoscale EKE pattern, but ex-

tends to deeper ocean in the summer and fall seasons due

to the influence from deep-reaching mesoscale eddies.

It is worth noting that not only does the amplitude of

the simulated rms vorticity fluctuate between different

seasons, the dynamical characteristics of vorticity are

also different depending on the season. To illustrate this

point visually, we contrast in Fig. 6 the simulated surface

vorticity snapshots from 1 March versus 1 September in

the western North Pacific Ocean. Within the STCC box

of interest to this study, there exists a clear difference in

spatial scales of the omnipresent eddies and filaments.

To quantify the seasonal evolution of the spatial eddy

scales, we plot in Fig. 7a (red line) the time series of

energy-containing length scaleLe in the STCC box from

the OFES simulation. Here, the energy-containing

length scale is defined by

Le5
2p

ð ð
~E(k, l) dk dlð ð ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

k21 l2
p

~E(k, l) dk dl
, (3)

where ~E(k, l) denotes the power spectral density of EKE,

and k and l are the zonal and meridional wavenumbers,

respectively. The minimum eddy scale Le ’ 165km is

obtained in March when the submesoscale EKE and rms

relative vorticity are both at their seasonalmaxima. From

April toNovember, Fig. 7a reveals thatLe has a generally

increasing trend, and this trend has a larger rate during

April–June than during July–November. The average Le

value during July–November is;290 km, a 75% increase

over theMarchLe value.With the regional first baroclinic

Rossby radius of deformation LR estimated at ;50 km

(Chelton et al. 1998), the simulated Le is much smaller

than 2pLR in March, whereas it is close to 2pLR during

the summer and fall seasons.
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FIG. 6. Snapshots of surface relative vorticity in the western North Pacific Ocean from the OFES simulation: (a) 1 Mar and (b) 1 Sep 2001.

Dashed box indicates the STCC region analyzed in this study.
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A second, and less visually obvious, difference be-

tween the relative vorticity signals presented in Fig. 6 is

that compared to September; the positive vorticity fea-

tures in March are more predominant than the negative

vorticity features. This seasonally varying asymmetry in

relative vorticity can be quantified by examining the

probability density function (pdf) of relative vorticity

normalized by the local Coriolis parameter f (i.e., z/f ) as

a function of time. As shown in Fig. 7b, whereas the

magnitudes of negative z rarely exceed f, the positive

vorticity amplitudes are frequently above f in the winter–

spring months from December to May. Notice that the

lower cutoff near z/f , 21 is indicative of centrifugal

instability limitations.

A different way of quantifying this vorticity asym-

metry is to calculate the skewness of the normalized

relative vorticity (the red line in Fig. 7c):

S5
1

N
�
N

n51

(z/f 2 hz/f i)3
,"

1

N
�
N

n51

(z/f 2 hz/f i)2
#2/3

,

(4)

whereN denotes the number of grid points, and hi is the
spatial averaging in the STCC box. In accordance with

the pdf result shown in Fig. 7b, the relative vorticity is

skewed positively, reflecting the predominance of cy-

clonic features over the anticyclonic ones. In particular,

large positive skewness values are detected in the winter–

spring months when the level of rms vorticity is sea-

sonally high. Existence of increased skewness in the

submesoscale range has been detected previously in in

situ observations and high-resolution ocean simulations

(e.g., Munk et al. 2000; Rudnick 2001; Eldevik and

Dysthe 2002; Boccaletti et al. 2007; Klein et al. 2008).

The result of Fig. 7c suggests such increased skewness is

seasonally modulated.

Before exploring the dynamical processes responsible

for the seasonal length scale and vorticity modulations, it

is of interest to compare the OFES simulation results

presented in Fig. 7 with those captured by the AVISO

satellite altimeter data. To do so, we superimpose in

Fig. 7a (blue line) the Le values estimated using Eq. (3)

based on the 2001 AVISO SSH data. By and large, the

AVISO-derived Le time series shows a seasonal modu-

lation similar to that detected in the OFES simulation. By

failing to capture the eddy signals with length scales

shorter than 150km, however, the meanLe value inferred

from the AVISO data is overestimated by ;100km. In

terms of the skewness for normalized relative vorticity,

the blue line in Fig. 7c indicates that while capturing a

positive-valued skewness, theAVISO-inferred time series

completely misses the seasonal z/f skewness modulation

seen in the OFES simulation. This miss is not surprising,

given that the seasonally modulating vorticity asymmetry

is caused by wintertime emergence of finescale vorticity

signals that are absent in the AVISO SSH dataset.

4. Frontal versus interior baroclinic instabilities

The analyses of the 1/308-resolution OFES simulation

in the preceding section indicated the coexistence of

mesoscale and submesoscale eddy signals along the

North Pacific STCC band of 188–288N. Energetically,

these eddy signals show subtly different seasonal mod-

ulations with the submesoscale EKE peaking in March

and leading the mesoscale EKE peak by 2 months. With

FIG. 7. (a) Energy-containing length scale Le time series from the

OFES simulation (red line) vs the AVISO SSH data (blue line) in

2001. (b)Time series of normalized relative vorticity (z/f) pdf from the

OFES simulation. (c)As in (a), but for the time series of z/f skewness.
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regard to the mesoscale EKE signals, their seasonal

modulation in the OFES simulation is in accordance

with the AVISO observations. As we reviewed in the

introduction, baroclinic instability caused by the sea-

sonally varying shear between the surface eastward-

flowing STCC and the subsurface westward-flowing

NEC has been proposed in the past to be responsible

for the seasonal EKE modulation observed by AVISO

(e.g., Qiu 1999; Kobashi and Kawamura 2002). This in-

terior baroclinic instability mechanism, however, is not

applicable to the submesoscale EKE signals prevalent

during the winter season when the surface mixed layer is

deep and accompanied by a large meridional density

gradient (recall Fig. 4).

To examine how the presence of the meridional

density gradient in the winter mixed layer impacts the

instability characteristics of the vertically sheared

STCC–NEC system, we extend in this section our pre-

vious 2.5-layer, reduced-gravity model by allowing for

the density gradient in the upper layer to change me-

ridionally. Such a density-dependent, 2.5-layermodel, as

schematically illustrated in Fig. 8, has been utilized in

the past by McCreary et al. (1991) in their investigation

of the upper-ocean frontal instability near an eastern

ocean boundary. In the context of this study, the upper

layer in Fig. 8 represents the winter mixed layer in

which the eastward-flowing STCC U1(y) exists and the

y-dependent density r1(y) is externally imposed. The

subsurface lower layer is occupied by the westward-

flowing NECU2(y) and its density is fixed at constant r2.

Layer three has a constant density r3 and is assumed to

be infinitely deep and inert.

The linearized momentum, continuity, and upper-

layer density equations governing the evolution of

small-amplitude perturbations in the 2.5-layer, reduced-

gravity model are (see McCreary et al. 1991)

›ui
›t

1Ui

›ui
›x

1 yi
›Ui

›y
2 f yi 52

1

r0

›pi
›x

2 n4=
4ui , (5)

›yi
›t

1Ui

›yi
›x

1 fui 52
1

r0

›pi
›y

2 n4=
4yi , (6)

›hi
›t

1Ui

›hi
›x

1 yi
›Hi

›y
1Hi

�
›ui
›x

1
›yi
›y

�
5 0, and (7)

›r1
›t

1U1

›r1
›x

1 y1
›r1
›y

5 0, (8)

where (ui, yi) are the perturbation velocities in layer i

(i 5 1, 2), hi is the ith layer perturbation thickness, Hi is

the ith layer mean thickness, r1 is the upper-layer per-

turbation density, r0 is the reference density, and n4 is

the biharmonic eddy viscosity coefficient. In Eqs. (5) and

(6), the perturbation pressure gradient is given by

$p152g$(h1r13 1 h2r23 1H1r1)

1
1

2
g(h1$r1 1H1$r1),

$p252gr23$(h11 h2) ,

where rij 5 ri 2 rj, and the biharmonic eddy viscosity

terms are included for direct comparison with the OFES

simulation results (as in the OFES simulation, n4 5
1029m4 s21 is used). In the limit of n4 5 0 and an absent

density gradient in the upper layer, $p1 simplifies to

2g(r13$h1 1 r23$h2), and the governing Eqs. (5)–(8)

may be combined to form the perturbation potential

vorticity equations for the upper and lower layers [see

Eq. (2) in Qiu 1999].

To explore how baroclinic instability is modified by

the inclusion of r1(y), we assume STCC and NEC in the

upper and lower layers have the following, idealized,

y-dependent profiles:

Ui(y)5

8><>:
1

2
Ai

�
11 cos

2p(y2 y0)

L

�
, jy2 y0j#L/2

0, otherwise

,

(9)

where Ai, y0, and L denote the maximum speed, center

latitude, and width of STCC and NEC, respectively.

Based on Fig. 4, we further assume that the upper-ocean

density has a linear meridional profile:

r1(y)5

8><>:
r10 2Dr/2 , y2 y0 ,2L/2

r10 1 (y2 y0)Dr/L , jy2 y0j#L/2

r10 1Dr/2 , y2 y0 .L/2 ,

(10)

FIG. 8. Schematic of the 2.5-layer STCC–NEC reduced-gravity

model that includes a y-dependent density variation (color shade)

in the upper layer.
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where r10 is the meridional-mean density in layer

one, and Dr gives the density jump across the STCC.

Notice that onceUi(y) and r1(y) are specified, the mean

layer thickness profilesHi(y) can be found by integrating

the following coupled geostrophic balance equations:

fU15
g

r0

›

›y

 
H1r13 1H2r23 2

H1

2

›r1
›y

!
and

fU25
g

r0
r23

›

›y
(H11H2) ,

which are subject to two integration constants Hi0, repre-

senting the ith layer meridional-mean thickness. In Table

1, we list the parameter values appropriate for the 2.5-

layer STCC–NEC system under the March condition.

By assuming all perturbation variables ui, yi, hi, and r1
have normal-mode solutions proportional to exp ik(x2 ct),

where k is the zonal wavenumber and c (5cr 1 ici) is the

complex phase velocity, we can rewrite Eqs. (5)–(8) into

a coupled set of differential equations in y alone. Con-

verting these differential equations into their dif-

ference forms allows us to numerically solve c(k) as an

eigenvalue problem. Figure 9a shows the growth rate kci
as a function of the zonal wavenumber k, with the Ui(y)

and r1(y) profiles given by Eqs. (9) and (10) and the

parameter values listed in Table 1. In the figure, the

density jump Dr is changed parametrically from 0 to

1.6 kgm23. When Dr 5 0, the most unstable wave has

a wavelength of 200 km and an e-folding time scale of

40 days. These values agree qualitatively with those of the

most unstable waves found in our previous 2.5-layermodel

study that allowed for no meridional density change in the

upper layer1 and corresponded to the characteristics of the

interior baroclinic instability (Qiu 1999).

When the meridional density gradient exists in the

upper layer, Fig. 9a shows that a new type of instability

with the most unstable wavelength at 30 ; 50 km starts

to emerge. This short-wave instability is known as the

frontal, or mixed layer, instability in the existing litera-

ture (e.g., McCreary et al. 1991; Fukamachi et al. 1995;

Spall 1995; Boccaletti et al. 2007; Fox-Kemper et al.

2008; Mensa et al. 2013). In Fig. 9a, the growth rate of

the frontal instability becomes larger than the longer

wavelength interior instabilitywhenDr exceeds 0.4kgm23.

At the March Dr value of 1.4kgm23 across the STCC, the

most unstable frontal wave has a zonal wavelength of

;50km and an e-folding time scale of ;8 days. This

wavelength is much smaller than the one related to the

interior baroclinic instability. The 8-day e-folding time, on

the other hand, is 5 times smaller than the one related to the

interior instability and highlights the dominance of win-

tertime frontal instability in transforming potential energy

into kinetic energy in the submesoscale ranges. Figure 9a

reveals that the growth rate of the most unstable wave in-

creases with the magnitude of the horizontal density

gradient,2 whereas the corresponding zonal wavelength

only increases slightly. This result is consistent with the

previous analyses by Nakamura (1988) and Fukamachi

et al. (1995).

Figures 9b and 9c show the growth rate of the frontal

instability as a function of the speed of the STCC (A1)

and the mean upper-layer density (r10) when Dr is fixed

at 1.4 kgm23. An increase in either A1 or r10 (which

leads to a reduction in stratification between the upper

two layers) enhances the growth rate, although the

wavelength of the most unstable frontal instability is less

affected. In Fig. 9d, we plot the frontal instability growth

rate when the mean upper-layer thickness (H1) is changed

parametrically. An increase in H1 elevates the available

potential energy (APE) stored in the upper layer and is

therefore favorable for a faster-growing frontal instability.

The ‘‘red’’ shift of the most unstable wavelength as H1

increases in Fig. 9d is due to the increase of the Rossby

radius of deformation.

To clarify further the differences between the interior

and frontal unstable modes, we plot in Figs. 10a and 10b

the upper- and lower-layer perturbation velocity vector

and pressure distributions for the most unstable wave

whenDr5 0. In this interior instability case, the velocity

and pressure perturbations have an x–y aspect ratio of

0.5. Vertically, the pressure perturbations are tilted

TABLE 1. Parameter values appropriate for the 2.5-layer STCC–NEC

system in March.

Parameter Value

A1 3 cm s21

A2 23 cm s21

H10 100m

H20 360m

L 663km

r10 1023.5 kgm23

r2 1025.0 kgm23

r3 1027.0 kgm23

Dr 1.4 kgm23

y0 238N

1The quantitative difference is because Ui(y) in Qiu (1999) is

assumed to have constant values so that the dispersion relation c(k)

can be solved analytically.

2 Like in other stability analysis, the density gradient shown in

Fig. 4 could be underestimated due to the occurrence of instability

itself. To avoid this uncertainty, we alter Dr in Fig. 9a over a broad

parameter range.
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upward toward the west, against the eastward shear of the

background STCC–NEC system. Such a vertically tilted

perturbation pressure signal is indicative of baroclinic in-

stability and has been frequently detected in in situ ob-

servations in the STCC region (e.g., Roemmich andGilson

2001; Qiu and Chen 2010). Indeed, an energetics analysis

for thisDr5 0 case confirms that the energy source for the

most unstable wave comes nearly exclusively from the

conversion of the background APE, that is, the C3 term in

Fig. 10c. Contributions from energy conversions due to

barotropic andKelvin–Helmholtz instabilities areminimal

(see the appendix for the energetics analysis in the 2.5-

layer, reduced-gravitymodel and definitions for the energy

conversion terms Cn between the mean and eddy fields).

For the most unstable wave in the Dr 5 1.4 kgm23

case, Figs. 11a and 11b reveal that the perturbation ve-

locities are mostly confined to the upper layer (note that

the vector scale in Fig. 11b is 20 times smaller than in

Fig. 11a). Compared to the Dr 5 0 case, the perturba-

tions in Fig. 11 have an x–y aspect ratio of 0.2 and are

meridionally more elongated. As indicated by the su-

perimposed velocity and density anomalies in Fig. 11a,

the upper-layer perturbation velocity works to carry

lighter and denser upper-layer water across the density

gradient. This releases the background APE stored in

the y-dependent upper-layer density field, providing the

energy source for the growth of upper layer–confined

frontal instability. The energetics analysis confirms this

visual inspection; as shown inFig. 11c, the energy conversion

termC4, which quantifies the energy conversion fromAPE

of the upper-layer density gradient to eddy perturbations,

is positive and takes over the C3 term that draws the APE

from the sloping isopycnals of the upper and lower layers

(or the vertical shear of the zonal-mean STCC and NEC).

FIG. 9. (a)Growth rate kci in the 2.5-layer STCC–NEC reduced-gravitymodel as a function of zonal wavenumber k

and density jump Dr. (b) As in (a), but for the upper-layer maximum STCC speedA1. (c) As in (a), but for the upper-

layer mean density r10. (d) As in (a), but for the upper-layer mean thicknessH10. In this last case,H101H205 460m

is kept as a constant.
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In concluding this section, we note that in their com-

parative analyses of the frontal instability, Fukamachi

et al. (1995) found that using a layered model instead of

a continuously stratified model as adopted in Stone

(1966) and Boccaletti et al. (2007) can lead to some

differences in the growth rates for small-scale pertur-

bations. However, the similarities between the two

models, in particular in terms of the growth rate mag-

nitude, indicate that they represent basically the same

physical processes of the ageostrophic frontal insta-

bilities. The results of Fukamachi et al. (1995) lend

support to the density-dependent, 2.5-layer model used

in the present study, since our goal is to better contrast

the relative impacts of the frontal versus interior baro-

clinic instabilities.

5. Discussion

In the primitive equation OFES model, energy con-

version from the APE of the background mean state to

the growth of eddy perturbations is given by 2r0w0,
where the prime denotes the deviation from the tem-

poral mean. Figure 12a shows the 2hr0w0i time series at

depths of 50 versus 120m, where hi denote the average

in the STCC band of our interest. In Fig. 12b, we plot

2hr0w0i as a function of depth in which the black line

denotes the mixed layer depth averaged in the same

STCC band. There are two noteworthy features in

Fig. 12. First, during the developing phase of the winter

mixed layer from December to March, the baroclinic

energy conversion 2hr0w0i is largely confined to the

surface mixed layer and its amplitude increases with the

deepening of themixed layer. Once themixed layer starts

to shoal after mid-March, the APE source for the frontal

instability weakens and so does the baroclinic energy

conversion in the surface mixed layer. In contrast to the

mixed layer 2hr0w0i signals, the baroclinic energy con-

version starts to gain strength in the interior ocean after

March. At the 120-m depth, for example, Fig. 12a reveals

that2hr0w0i has a maximum inmid-April, lagging behind

the mixed layer energy conversion peak by 1 month.

The OFES-simulated 2hr0w0i of Fig. 12 and the EKE

characteristics shown in Fig. 5 can be interpreted within

the framework of two types of instabilities explored in

section 4 using the simplified 2.5-layer, reduced-gravity

model. Specifically, during the developing phase of the

wintermixed layer, the frontal instability dominates and its

intensity increases with the winter months because of the

progressive increase in Dr in the mixed layer across the

STCC (recall Fig. 4). As the frontal instability in the STCC

system has a weekly e-folding time scale, the submesoscale

EKE evolution (i.e., the solid red line in Fig. 5b) exhibits

a time series very similar to that of 2hr0w0i within the

mixed layer (cf. the red line in Fig. 12a).

Concurrent with the frontal instability of the surface

mixed layer, interior baroclinic instability occurs at the

FIG. 10. (a) Eigenfunction patterns of P1 (contours), u1, and y1 (vectors) for the most unstable mode whenDr5 0. (b) As in (a), but forP2,

u2, and y2. (c) Conversion rates as a function of y for the most unstable mode when Dr 5 0.
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expense of the vertical shear of the STCC–NEC system.

With the e-folding time scale at ;40 days, this slow-

growing interior baroclinic instability is responsible for

2hr0w0i that penetrate deep below thewintermixed layer

and have an energy conversion peak that lags behind

the mixed layer frontal instability. The most unstable

perturbations of the interior baroclinic instability have

a wavelength of O(200) km, and the deep-reaching me-

soscale EKE signals shown in Fig. 5d are largely a con-

sequence of this interior baroclinic instability.

Since most OGCM and climate models do not resolve

the ageostrophic frontal instability directly, a parame-

terization scheme has been proposed recently by Fox-

Kemper et al. (2008, 2011) to incorporate the 2hr0w0i
effects of the surface mixed layer. By introducing an

overturning streamfunction, they demonstrate that the

baroclinic energy conversion averaged in the mixed

layer is proportional to

2hr0w0iML } hj$rMLji23 hDMLi2 , (11)

where $rML is the horizontal gradient of mixed layer

density, andDML is the mixed layer depth. To test this

parameterization scheme, we plot in Fig. 13a the time

series of hj$rMLji2 and hDMLi2 averaged in the STCC

band. The product of these time series is shown by

the red line in Fig. 13b. Compared to the 2hr0w0iML

time series denoted by blue line, the parameterization

scheme works quite favorably in the late fall to

spring seasons. Between the two contributing terms, it

is the squared, mixed layer depth change that controls

the RHS of Eq. (11), a result consistent with the

findings of Capet et al. (2008a) and Mensa et al.

(2013). For the STCC region of our interest, the pa-

rameterization scheme works less favorably during

July–October. Instead of the frontal instability, the

baroclinic energy conversion in the mixed layer dur-

ing these months is controlled by the synoptic surface

wind forcing associated with typhoons and tropical

cyclones in the northwestern Pacific Ocean (e.g., Qiu

et al. 2004).

FIG. 11. As in Fig. 10, but for Dr 5 1.4 kgm23.
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It is important to emphasize that linear instability

analyses presented in section 4 provide only the initial

eddy length scales. As the perturbations grow in ampli-

tude, nonlinear interactions can modify the dominating

eddy scales through energy cascade (e.g., Rhines 1977).

Indeed, rather than a step function–like time evolution

involving the two most unstable wavelengths of frontal

and interior baroclinic instabilities, Fig. 7a reveals that the

energy-containing length scale in the OFES simulation

modulates gradually as the season progresses. To quantify

the energy cascade processes simulated in OFES, we

evaluate the surface spectral KE flux defined by

P(K)52

ðK
N

K
<
0@û*

d
uj
›u

›xj
1 ŷ*

d
uj
›y

›xj

1AdK , (12)

where (u, y) [ (u1, u2) are the surface zonal and meridi-

onal velocities, carets indicate discrete Fourier transform,

asterisks indicate complex conjugates,K5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2 1 l2

p
is the

total wavenumber, and KN is the Nyquist total wave-

number of the OFES model grid. In Eq. (12), summations

over the repeat index j are assumed. Physically, a positive

P(K0) signifies a forward KE flux from wavenumber K,
K0 to K . K0, and a negative P(K0) is indicative of an

inverse KE cascade from K. K0 toK, K0. Because the

rate of spectral KE change is relatively small, a positive

spectral KE flux divergence, ›P/›K . 0, at K0 often im-

plies the presence of an energy source at that wavenumber

(Scott and Wang 2005; Qiu et al. 2008).

Figure 14a shows the monthlyP(K) distribution when

theOFES SSHoutput is used in calculating Eq. (12). For

comparison, we plot in Fig. 14b the same flux distribu-

tion inferred from the monthly AVISO SSH data of the

past 20 yr. From Fig. 14a, it is clear that the spectral KE

flux is mostly negative, indicating the prevalence of the

inverse KE cascade for both the mesoscale and sub-

mesoscale wavenumbers. The amplitude of P(K) is,

however, seasonally dependent; enhanced inverse KE

cascade emerges from January to June, and a seasonal

peak occurs in March when the frontal instability is at

maximum. During March, Fig. 14a reveals that ›P/›K is

positive for 5.5 3 1023 , K , 4.0 3 1022 cpkm. With

positive ›P/›K implying the presence of an external

energy source, it is not coincident that this is the wave-

number window within which the frontal instability is

most vigorous (recall Fig. 9). Notice that the short-wave

cutoff for the inverse KE cascade in January–March has

a wavelength of 38 km, which is much shorter than 2p

times the local deformation radius, ;310 km, in the

STCC region. That the inverse KE cascade can extend

well into the submesoscale wavenumber range when the

frontal instability is operating has also been found in

other recent high-resolution modeling studies (e.g.,

Capet et al. 2008c; Klein et al. 2008). Following the

weakening of frontal instability in April, Fig. 14a shows

that the short-wave cutoff for the inverse KE cascade

tends to shift gradually to a smaller wavenumber.

Several studies in the past have utilized satellite al-

timetry data to infer the spectral KE fluxes (e.g., Scott

and Wang 2005; Qiu et al. 2008; Tulloch et al. 2011;

Arbic et al. 2013). While the AVISO-derived P(K)

captures the inverse KE cascade at the mesoscale

wavenumber range ofK, 43 1023 cpkm (see Fig. 14b)

for the STCC region, the lack of submesoscale SSH in-

formation in the AVISO product causes its amplitude to

be underestimated (notice the difference in contour in-

tervals between Figs. 14a and 14b) and its seasonal peak

to emerge delayedwhen comparedwith theOFES result

(i.e., May as compared to March). It is important to

emphasize that the intense forward KE cascade seen in

Fig. 14b for K . 4 3 1023 cpkm is an artifact of the

objectively mapped AVISO product. In fact, when h0
MS,

instead of h0, in Eq. (2) from the OFES simulation was

used to evaluate the spectral KE fluxes (see Fig. 14c),

a positive P(K) signal similar to that in Fig. 14b emerges

in the high-wavenumber range. Also distorted in Fig. 14c

is the seasonal variation in the short-wave cutoff for the

inverseKE cascade that exists in the original OFES result

FIG. 12. (a) Time series of the baroclinic conversion rate2hr0w0i
at the 50- and 120-m depths in the STCC band of 188–288N and

1358–1608E. (b) The 2hr0w0i as a function of depth. Black line

denotes the mixed layer depth in the same STCC band.
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of Fig. 14a; as in the AVISO result, the short-wave cutoff

in Fig. 14c exhibits little seasonal dependence. The issue

of spurious P(K) . 0 signals in the high-wavenumber

range was also raised recently by Arbic et al. (2013), and

caution is clearly called for in interpreting the forward

KE cascade inferred from the gridded AVISO product.

6. Summary

With the use of a 1/308-resolution North Pacific OGCM

simulation (OFES), we have in this study examined the

seasonal mesoscale and submesoscale eddy variability

that coexists along the Subtropical Countercurrent band

of 188–288N in the western North Pacific Subtropical

Gyre. Much of our current knowledge about the STCC’s

seasonal eddy variability has been based on the nadir-

looking satellite altimetermeasurements fromwhich the

widely used AVISO SSH product is derived. The spatial

SSH signals resolvable by AVISO are nominally larger

thanO(150) km. Because of the lack of SSH information

with length scales , 150 km, we found in this study that

our understanding of the seasonal STCC eddy variabil-

ity is both incomplete and, in some aspects, distorted.

Phenomenologically, while the AVISO product de-

tects the seasonal EKE and rms vorticity maxima inMay

and April, respectively, in the STCC band, the OFES

simulation indicates that both of thesemaxima appear in

March. In terms of the surface vorticity asymmetry, the

AVISO product reveals a weak positive skewness of

;0.2 without a clear seasonal dependence. In compari-

son, the OFES simulation points to a much larger posi-

tive skewness of;0.7 and a pronounced seasonality that

peaks in March and April. With regards to the eddy–

eddy interactions, the AVISO-inferred spectral kinetic

energy flux shows an inverse KE cascade for wave-

lengths larger than 250 km and a forwardKE cascade for

wavelengths shorter than 250 km. The inferred spectral

fluxes have a seasonal maximum inMay. In contrast, the

OFES simulation reveals that the short-wave cutoff for

the inverse KE cascade migrates seasonally between 35

and 100 km. The most intense inverse KE cascade takes

place in March when the short-wave cutoff extends

furthest into the 35-km wavelength.

These phenomenological differences between the

AVISO and OFES results stem from the fact that two

types of baroclinic instabilities are concurrently occur-

ring in the seasonally modulating STCC–NEC system.

With the aid of a 2.5-layer, reduced-gravity model with

an embedded surface-layer density gradient that mimics

the STCC–NEC system, we showed that the first baro-

clinic instability is of interior type and has its energy

source in available potential energy of the opposite-

flowing STCC–NEC system. Themost unstable waves of

the interior baroclinic instability have, in March, a growth

time scale of O(40) days and a wavelength of O(250) km,

and these unstable wave characteristics change with

FIG. 13. (a) Time series of squared horizontal mixed layer density gradient hj$rMLji2 (blue)
and mixed layer depth hDMLi2 (red) averaged in the STCC band of 188–288N and 1358–1608E.
(b) Time series of hj$rMLji2 3 hDMLi2 (red) vs the baroclinic conversion rate 2hr0w0iML

averaged in the mixed layer (blue).
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the seasonally evolving STCC–NEC background flows.

The interior baroclinic instability has been identified in the

previous studies to be responsible for the seasonal EKE

modulations detected based on the AVISO SSH data.

The second type of baroclinic instability derives its

energy from the meridional density gradient across the

STCC in the deep winter mixed layer, and the instability-

induced perturbations are surface confined. The most un-

stable wave of the frontal baroclinic instability has a short

wavelength of ;50km and a rapid growth on a weekly

time scale. While potent in its growth, on the other hand,

the frontal baroclinic instability is temporally restricted; its

APE source depletes quickly once the surface mixed layer

starts to shoal after mid-March. In comparison, despite its

seasonal modulation, the vertical shear of the STCC–NEC

system that provides the energy source for the interior

baroclinic instability persists throughout the year. It is

important to note that due to the inverse KE cascade, the

mesoscale EKE signals are seasonally controlled by both

the interior baroclinic instability and the upscale energy

fluxes resulting from the frontal baroclinic instability. It is

by these characteristics of the two competing baroclinic

instabilities that the seasonal mesoscale and submesoscale

eddy modulations in the STCC region are ultimately

determined.

It is natural to ask if improving the OFES model

resolution would further alter the seasonal EKE signals

along the STCC band. With respect to the timing of its

seasonality, we believe that increasing the model reso-

lution beyond 3 km will not significantly shift the sea-

sonal EKE peak to an earlier date. The reasons for this

are twofold. First, the timing for the maximum mixed

layer depth and upper-ocean density gradient in March

is set by the surface atmospheric forcing and not by in-

ternal ocean dynamics. Since the growth time for the

frontal/mixed layer instability is only a few days, al-

lowing for faster-growing, smaller-scale disturbances

will not change the March EKE peak. Second, existing

high-resolution OGCM simulations reveal that the

upper-ocean EKE spectrum has a k22 slope. With their

diminished kinetic energy level, the smaller-scale eddies

ofO(1) km are unlikely to modify the seasonality of the

EKE time series in a significant way.

In closing, we note that we have in this study relied on

the high-resolution OFES simulation to explore the

seasonal submesoscale eddy features and their impact

on the mesoscale eddy field. Based on the wide-swath

satellite interferometry, National Aeronautics and Space

Administration (NASA) and Centre National d’Etudes

Spatiales (CNES) are at present jointly developing the

Surface Water and Ocean Topography (SWOT) mission

tomeasure the global SSHfieldwith a spatial resolution of

O(10) km (Fu and Ferrari 2008; http://swot.jpl.nasa.gov/).

A similar interferometry mission, named the Coastal and

OceanMeasurementMission with Precise and Innovative

Radar Altimeter (COMPIRA), is also pursued currently

by Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA;

Uematsu et al. 2013). With their launches scheduled in

2020, the SWOT and COMPIRA missions will be highly

relevant to verify the new mesoscale and submesoscale

features of the STCC identified in this study and to im-

prove our understanding of the mesoscale–submesoscale

interaction processes that a high-resolution numerical

model, such as OFES, may have inadequately simulated.
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APPENDIX

Energetics Analysis in a 2.5-Layer Model with r1(y)

FollowingMcCreary et al. (1991), the sum of the eddy

kinetic and potential energy in the 2.5-layer, reduced-

gravity model shown in Fig. 8 can be written as

~E5
1

2
Hihu2i 1 y2i i1Uihhiuii

2
g

2r0
[r12hh21i1 r23h(h11 h2)

2i1 2H1hh1r1i] ,
(A1)

where hi denote averaging over a zonal wavelength 2p/k

and summations over the repeated layer index i are as-

sumed. The temporal change of ~E due to the interaction

of eddy and mean fields is given by › ~E/›t5�4
n51Cn,

where the four conversion terms are

C1 52(Hihuiyii1Uihhiyii)
›Ui

›y
, (A2)
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Physically, a positive C1 signifies barotropic instability,

a positive C2 signifies a Kelvin–Helmholtz instability,

a positive C3 signifies a baroclinic instability, and a pos-

itive C4 signifies frontal instability. Notice that baroclinic

instability grows by extracting mean potential energy

stored in the tilting isopycnals of the layers, whereas

frontal instability only occurs when the meridional density

gradient is present in the upper layer.
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